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Introduction 

Navya-Nyaya was founded by Udayana， who was active in the 11th 

century， and its system was consolidated by Gangesa in the 14th 

century.1 Navya-nyaya contributed a great deal not only to Indian 

epistemology and logic， but also to Sanskrit semantics. The period 

between Udayana and Gangesa， which羽Tada [2000] designates as 

'early Navya-nyaya'， has not received much attention by scholars. 
However， it is well known that Gangesa influenced the semantic 

arguments made by later teachers in the MImaQ1sa and Vyakara1)a 

schools. The post-Gangesa period of Navya-nyaya came to a 

culmination with Raghunatha Siroma1)i， who was active in the first 
half of the 16th century. Gangesa加 dRaghunatha are two main 

representatives of the tradition of Navya-nyaya. Raghunatha composed 
a commentary on Ga白gesa'sTattvacintama7Ji (TC): the Tattvacintι 
ma7Jididhiti (TCD)， and further developed Gangesa's views. 

Raghunatha is known to have written three independent works: the 

Padarthatattvanirupa7Ja (“Explanation of the True N ature of the 

Categories"2)， the Nanvada (“Discourse on the Negative Particle NaN)， 
and the Akhyatavada (“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes"). These works， 

more than his TCD， seem to reveal his original thinking. In order to 

clarify his distinctive nature， it would be helpful to compare the views 

expressed by Ragunatha in those works with those of his predecessors， 

On the founder of Navya-nyaya， see Wada [2007b: 9-23]. For background information on the 
authors dealt with in this pap巴r，1 hav巴 followedPott巴r[1995(1970)]; Potter and Bhattacharyya 
[1993]; Bhattacharyya and Potter [2011]. 
2 Potter [1957] rend巴rsthis title as“A Demonstration of the True Nat口氏 ofthe Things to 
Which W ords Refer" . 
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T.WADA 

most notably Gangesa. Since we already have outstanding research by 

modem scholars on the Padarthatattvanirupafla3 and the Nanvada4， 1 

decided to take up the remaining text: the Akhyatavada. In 2014 1 

completed a translation of one whole chapter of the “Book on 
Language" (Sabdakha1)cla)5 of the TC， which (chapter) is given the 

same designation:λkhyatavada.6 To understand the historical devel-

opment of the N avyルnyayaview of verbal understanding (sabda-

bodha， sabdaj万ana)，it is necessary to compare Gangesaヲsand Raghlト

natha's statements with regard to the constituents of verbal under-

standing， such as the verbal suffixes of finite verbs (akhyata). Here 1 

have focused on the discussion regarding verbal suffixes. 

The main goal of the present project is to edit and translate 

Raghunatha' s瓦khyatavad，α.This project is supported by funding from 

the Japan Society of the Promotion of Science， Tokyo， for the period 

of 2014 through 2016. 

Text， Commentary， Translation， and Contents 

For this project， the editions of Raghunatha's“Discourse on Verbal 

Suffixes" given below have been made use of， and they are listed in 

order of publication date. As shown in the list， the text of the 
“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes" is variously named according to the 

editions. 1 wi11 discuss this issue later. My edition is based mainly 

upon the S2 edition. 

K:λkhyatasaktivada included in Tattvacintamafli 01 Gaizgda 

Upadhyaya， 4 Volumes， edited with the Aloka of Jayadeva 
Misra and the Rahasya of Mathuranatha， by Kamakhyanatha 

TarkavagIsa， Vrajajivan Prachyabharati Granthamala 47， 

3 This t巴xtis translated with annotation by Potter [1957]. 

4 This text is translated with annotation by Matilal [1968]. The Nanvadakarika of Udayana， 
whose contents resemble Raghunatha's Na百vadato a gr巴atextent， is studied by Dash and Wada 
[2013]. The author of the Nanvadakarika， Udayana， is not the great Udayana who was active in the 
eleventh century. The date of the form巴rUdayana is not clearly known. 

5 This book is translat巴dby Bhatta [2005]; Potter and Bhattacharyya [1993: 239-312] give a 
summary of th巴“Bookon Language." Of its chapters， th巴 Apロrvavadaand the Vidhivada have 
been translated by Jha [1986] and [1987] respectivelyヲ andthe SabdapramaJ)yavada by Mohanty 
[1966]. 
6 My translation appears in Wada [2007a] [2012] [2013] [2014bJ， in which the title of 
GaiLgesa'sλkhyatavada is translated as the“V巳rbalSuffix Chapter"ー
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Delhi: Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishtan， 1990， pp. 867-1009 

(first published in Calcutta， 1884-1901). 

B: Akhyatasaktivada included in Vadartha-samgraha， vol. 4， 

edited with the Akhyatavadarahasya of乱1athuranatha，the 

Akhyatavada!ippar;l of Ramacandra， the Akhyatαvada!ippar;l 

of Raghudeva， the Vyakhya of Jayarama， the Vyakhya of 

Nyayavacaspati， and the Vyakhya of Ramak将l)a，by Mahadev 

Gangadhar Bakre， Bombay: The Gujarati Printing Press， 

1931. 

T: Akhyatαvadadldhiti edited by N.K. Ramanuja Tatacharya， The 

Journal 0] the Tanjore Maharaja Selプoji'sSarasvati Mahal 

Library 25(3): iii-viii， 1972. 

S: Akhyatavada included in Prabal Kumar Sen， Akhyatavada 0] 

Raghunatha Siromar;i with Akhyatavadavyakhya 0] Rama“ 

bhadra Sarvabhauma， Calcutta: Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar， 

1979. 

C: Akhyatasaktivada included in K.N. Chatterjee， Siromar;i's 

Akhyata-Sakti-Vada， Varanasi: Kishor Vidya Niketan， 1981. 
S2 Akhyatavada included in Akhyatavada and Na元vadaalong 

with Tippanl edited by Anjit Kumar Sadhukhan， New Delhi: 

National Mission Centre for the Arts and Dev Publishers & 

Distributors， 2013. 

The K edition is probably the most popular among modern 

scholars， and the editors of the S and C editions have made use of this 

edition. The T edition is a romanized text of the manuscript numbered 

884/D. 6122 preserved at Tanjore Maharaja Serfoji's Sarasvati Mahal 

Library. 
The S edition is edited by referring to the K edition and the 

fragment written on the margins of the manuscript of the Akhyata-

vadavyakhya of Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma (ca. 1570) preserved by 

the editor: Sen [1979: xviii]. The Akhyatavad，αvyakhya is a commen-

tary on Raghunatha' s“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes"， and in editing 

Raghunatha's text， Sen sometimes adopts readings referred to by this 

commentary. When the S edition was edited， both the B and T editions 

had not been published. Accordingly， this edition does not refer to the 

different readings found in both editions. 

The editor of the C edition， Chatterjee [1981]， does not mention 

the source of his edition， but the edition is quite similar to the K 
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edition and Chatterjee often refers to Mathuranatha' s commentary 

with the page numbers provided along with the K edition. We can 

co吋ectureth剖 theC edition is the same as the K edition with slight 

emendation.7 
The S2 edition is based not only upon two manuscripts preserved 

in the library of Sanskrit Sahitya Parishat，8 but also upon the 

published editions: K and S. However， it is also a fact that there exist a 

number of different readings between the S and S2 editions which are 

not mentioned in the editorラslist of variants.9 Fortunately， those 

7 Th巴 differencesbetw巴enth巴 Cand K editions are not m勾or，and consist mostly of typo-
graphica1 errors， and they ar巴asfollows: p. 8，1: bhavakavyutpannatvac (K: p. 899ヱ:-bhavakatva-
ν'yutpannatvac)， p. 11，1・(janakaν'yaparamapeksya) (K: p. 903ぶ omitted)，p. 17上 -smrzkhya-
bhidhanabhidhanabhyam (K: p. 911，1: -samkhyabhidhananabhidhanabhyam)， p. 19，1: kartrarder 
(K: 918，3: karttrader)， p. 30，1: astu va (K: p. 943，2: astu ca)， p. 30，3: dhatvarthatve 'ti (K: p. 
944，2: dhatvarthatve 'pi)， p. 31，1: akhyatepasthapitaya (K: 945，2: akhyatopasthapitaya)， p. 31ム
kriyajanmatvam (K: p. 946，1: kriyajanyatvam)， p. 32，1:みhavakakarmmakrdyoge(K: 947，2: 
-bhavakm・mmakrdyoge)，p. 35，1: bhunte (K: p. 951，1: bhunkte)， p. 36，3: samanadhikakarmJya-(K・
P・959，4:samanadhikarm:zya-)， p目 36，5:dhatutvadighatitatvat (K: p. 960，1: dhatutvadighatitat)， p. 
38，4: pratipadka-(K: p. 964，1: pratipadka-)， p. 41，2: -salitvamatram (K: p. 972，1: -salitamatram)， 
p. 42，1: janatltyades (K: p. 974，1: janatyades)， p. 45，3・yatateityadau (K: p. 989，1-2・yatata
Iぐyadau)，p. 46，3: laq，adis tuiadyartho (K: p. 992，1: laq，adituiadyartho)， p. 46，3: ekapadottatva-(K: 
p. 992，1-2: ekapadottaratva-)， p. 51，4: -sαmyogadimiti (K: pp. 1006，4-1007，1: -samyogadimati) 
(Th巴differ巴ncessuch as 'b' and ‘v' in sub and suv in the K and C巴ditionshave b巴巴nignored.) 

8 On the manuscripts and published editions used， see Sashukhan [2013: xxv， xxvii]. 

9 Variants between the two editions are as follows. p. 2，1・karotui(S2: p. 1，5: karotrかadi)ヲ P
2，2: pacatrtyuttarasya (S2目 p.1，5・pacαtltyadyuttarasya)，p. 3，3: vyaparasrayor apratuef:z (S2: p. 
1，8: vyaparayor apratuef:z)ヲ p.5，2:ソanyatv勾αnyatyα(S2:p. 1，14:ブanyatvajanyatva-)，p. 6，8: 
yatnasyanumanat (S2: p. 1，24: yatnasyanumanata)， p. 6，10: vartamanatvam yatnαsya (S2: p. 1，25-
26: yatnasya vartamanatvam)， p. 6，12: -bhavakatvasya vyutpannatvac (S2: p. 1，27: -bhavakatva 
vyutpannatvac)， p. 6，12: pakajana此αvyaparelJa(S2: p. 1，27: omitted)， p. 7，4: sobhanam (S2: p. 
2，4: sobhanaf:z)， p. 8 ，7 国niνãralJãyãdr~ta- (S2・p.2，11: -nirakaralJaya adnta-)， p. 8，8田 samsarga-
(S2: p. 2，12: sambandha-)， p. 9，1: lakaravacye (S2: p. 2，14: lakaravacyedya)， p. 9，6: ity atra (S2: p. 
2，18: ityadau)， p. 9，9・ityapi (S2: p. 2，21: ity etad api)， p. 10，1: ekatvadina samkhyabhidhane (S2 
p. 2，22・ekatvadisamkhyabhidhane)，p. 10，4: sakto (S2: p. 2，24: saktau)， p. 10，4: saktatava-
ccheda仰向付αtavacc船山知sakyatavacchedakayosca (S2: p. 2，24: saktatavacchedaka向付ata
vacchedakayof:z)， p. 11，1・ karmakartr-(S2目 p.2，27: kartrkarma-)， p. 12，2: -naikanvayikatvα同

syaicityat (S2: p. 2，31: -naikanvayitvasyocitatvat)， p. 12，2-3:訂正q'yatayanvayoyogyaf:z (S2: p. 
2，32: viSe~yatvenãnvayayogyaf:z)， p. 12，3-4: tathaiva sakank$atvat. (S2: p. 2，33: This expression is 
p1aced at th巴巴ndof the sentenceふp.12，5: prathamopasthapyataya (S2目 p.3，1: prαthamanta 
padopasthapyataya)， p. 12，5: samkhyanvayaf:z. (S2: p. 3，1-2: samkhyanvayaf:z tathaivakaえksitatvat.)，
p. 13，3: bhavati丙amapi (S2: p. 3，5-6: bhavati片amyathayatam)， p. 13，3: vartamãnatve~ta
sadhanatvadikam (S2: p. 3，6目 vartamanatvadrstasanatvadikam)， p. 14，3・paksyatemaitras tGlJq，ula 
(S2: p. 3，10: maitraf:z pak~yate talJq，ulaf:z)， p. 14，4: vyaparamatropalaksita (S2・p.3，11: vyapara-
mãtropalak~ika)， p. 14，6・aprasiddham(S2: p. 3，12: asiddham)， p. 15，3: ityadau ka (S2: p. 3，15: 
ityadau savi$ayavyaparanabhidhane ka)， p. 15，7: gamyata (S2: p. 3，18: gamyate)， p. 15，8: gramaf:z 
(S2・p.3，19-20: gramaf:z iti)， p. 16，5・ viSesyaviSe$alJabhavaviparyasasya同 (S2:p. 3 ，24: viSe~alJa
vise$yabhavaνiparyayasya-)， p. 16，6: cakhyatopasthapitabhavanayaf:z (S2: p. 3，26: cakhyatopa 
sthapitaya bhavanayaf:z)， p. 16，8: bhavanavise$akriyayaf:z (S2: p. 3，27: bhavanavisayakriyayaf:z)， p. 
16，8: tinupasthapitaya bhavanayaf:z (S2: p. 3，27: tinupasthapitabhavanayaf:z)， p目 16，9:k!ptanvayo 
(S2: p. 3，28:即 ayok抑 f:z)， p 16，11: vikii加 m(S2: p. 3，30: vikli加 Ifl)， p. 16，14: prathamanta 
padopasthapyatvenaiva-(S2: p. 3，33: prathamantapadopasthapyenaiva-)， p. 18，2: ityatra (S2: p. 
4，4: ityadau)， p. 18，4: maitrasya napta caitrad anyo (S2: p. 4，4: caitrasya napta maitrad anyo)， p. 
19，2・lak$alJa.(S2・p.4.11: lak$alJa itiふp.19，3: akhyatasyaiva (S2: p. 4，12: akhyatatvasyaiva)， p 
20，5: ihapi (S2: p. 4，17: eveti)， p. 21，5: kascit (S2: p. 4，22: kecit)， p. 22，2:ーlabhena(S2・p.4，23・
-labhat)， p. 22，3: paryayatvapattef:z (S2目 p.4，24・paryayatapattel:z)，p. 22，5: niyamataf:z (S2・p.4，25
omitt巴d)，p. 22か yathe~tasãdhanatãvãcakatvãd (S2: p. 4，26-27: yatha i$tasadhanatvavacakαtvad)， 
p. 22，7: svargadりanakatvam(S2: p. 4，27・svargajanakatvam)，p. 23，1・-vI$ayatavacaka-(S2・p.
4，29・-vi$ayavacaka-)，p. 25，2: janatyadef:z (S2: p. 5，2・1σnatrtyadef:z)， p. 25，8: tu (S2: p. 5，8: ta)， p. 
26，1: iyams tu vise$o -paratvam (S2: p. 5，10: ryams tu vise$af:z yαt-paratvam)， p. 26，2・-apek$i-
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variations do not affect our interpretation of the text. Accordingly， 1 

have decided to use the latest edition， iι， S2， as the basis for rny 

project. Since the S2 edition does not refer to the variants in the B and 

T editions， 1 have taken both editions into consideration in editing the 

text of the “Discourse on Verbal Suffixes". 

Of the cornrnentaries on Raghunatha' s text， six cornrnentaries 

were published along with the B edition by M.G. Bakre in 1931; those 

six are as follows. The author's dates are supplied in brackets frorn 

Potter [1995(1970)] except for 2. 

(1) Akhyatavadarahasya of Mathuranatha (1650) 

(2) Akhyatavad，α.tippαlJl of Rarnacandra (?)10 

(3) Akhyatavada.tippalJ1 ofRaghudeva (1660) 

(4) Vyakhya of Jayararna (1620) 

(5) Vyakhya ofNyayavacaspati (1630) 

(6) Vyakhya of Rãrna]q~l)a (1570) 

Sen [1979: xv] edits one of the oldest cornrnentaries on Raghunatha's 

text， the Akhyatavadavyakhya of Rarnabhadra (ca. 1570)， and reports 

that VaえgeNavya-Nyaya Carca written by Dineshchandra Bhatta-

charya in Bengali gives the narnes of ten cornrnentators as follows. 

The author's dates are supplied in brackets frorn Potter [1995(1970)] 
except for 7 and 10. 

(1) Rarna]q~l)a Bhattacarya Cakravarti (1570) 

(2) K科l)adasaSarvabhaurna (1570) 

(3) Bhavananda Siddhantavagisa (1600) 

(4) Mathuranatha Tarkavagisa (1650) 

(5) Jayararna Nyayapancanana (1620) 

(6) Visvanatha Siddhantapancanana (1635) 

(7) Rarnacandra Nyayavagisa (?)11 

pham (S2: p. 5，11: -i1pek$ikam)， p. 27，2目 svavi$ayakα'Padi1rtha-(S2: p. 5，12: svavi$ayapadi1rthi1-)， 
p. 27，3: i1srayatvam (S2: p. 5，13: svi1srayatvam)， p. 31，2・vyi1pi1ravigame(S2: p. 5，24: vyi1pi1ra 
vigame phalasattve)， p. 31，8-9: karmakartrpratyayavyavahi1rab. (S2・p.5，30-31: kartrkarma-
praかayaνyavαhi1rabふp.32，2: -nirupitatvam (S2: p・5，33:-nirupitam)， p. 32，2・karmakrtai1slαyab， 

(S2: p. 5，33: karmakrtaphalasya i1srayabふp.32，10: -vyacchedasyapratyayaー (S2:p. 6，8: -vya-
cchedasyapratlti-)， p. 33，5目 samyogami1tra-(S2: p. 6，13・samyogatvami1tra-)，p. 33，5: na tatra (S2: 
p. 6，13: na tu tatra)， p. 33，6目 pratyayavaciteti(S2: p. 6，13: praりlayasyavyi1paravaciteti)， p. 34，1: 
prayogasi1dhutva回 (S2:p. 6，14・prayogasadhuta-)，p. 34，4: tyajatotyadeb (S2: p. 6，17: tyajatyi1del:t)， 
p. 35，1: -tattadvyapi1ra-(S2: p. 6，18: -tattadavyi1pi1ra-)， p. 35，4: prasa昨gi1d仰 i1deyam(S2: p 
6，20-21: prasaβgi1d anupi1deyam)， 

IO Sadhukhan [2013: xxiv] dates Ramacandra between 1600-1675 

11 On th巴dateof Ramacandra， see fn. 10目
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(8) Rudra Nyayavacaspati (1630) 

(9) Raghudeva Nyayla白kara(1660) 

(10) Rupanar 

Sadhukhan [2013: xxiii-xxiv] mentions thirteen commentaries with 

their author's dates and some information on the texts or their 

manuscripts. When the author's date differs from Potter's， the latter is 

given after a colon in brackets. 

(1) AkJりlatadfdhitiprasaru;fof Kr$l)adasa Sarvabhauma (c. 

1500-1550: 1570) 

(2) Akhyatavadavyakhya of Ramabhadra Sarvabhauma (first 

half of the 16th century: 1570): Sadhukhan says that this 

commentary is available with the S edition. 

(3) Akhyatavada!ippanf of Bhavananda SiddhantavagIsa (fl. 
1550-1575: 1600). This commentary is available with the S2 

edition. 

(4) Akhyatavadarahasya of Mathranatha TarkavagIsa (1500-

1590: 1650). This commentary is available with the K 

edition. 

(5) AkJりlatavadasadvyakhya of Ramak:r$l)a Bhammacarya 

Cak:ra、Tartin(first half of the 16th century: 1570) 

(6) Akhyatavada!ippanf of Ramacandra NyayavagIsa (1600削

1676) 

(7) Commentary on the Akhyi1tαvada by Rupanarayal)a (no 

date) 

(8) Akhyatavadavyakhyana of Rudra Nyayavacaspati (fl. 1590: 

1630) 

(9) Akhyatavadamfka of Visvanatha Siddhantapancanana (c. 

1550: 1635) 

(10) Akhyatavadatfka of Raghudeva Nyayalailkara (日.c. 1657: 

1660) 

(11) Akhyatavadavyakhya of Jayarama Nyayapancanana (日.c. 

1657: 1620) 

(12)λkhyatavadadfpika of Tolapparya (no date) 

(13) Granthivimukti of Raghavabhatta (no date: date unk:nown) 

12 Sen numbers this cornmentator as 13 and not as 10. 1 arn not sur巴 whetherSen rnade a 
rnistake in numb巴ringor whether the three comm巴ntatorsnurnbered as 10， 11， and 12 were 
mlssmg. 
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Among the commentaries on the“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes" 

mentioned in the above two lists， 1 have used mainly that of Mathura-

natha (ca. 1650)， following Sen [1979: xvi]， the editor of the S edition. 

Sen notes that Mathuranatha's commentary is more extensive and 

outshines the commentary of his teacher， Ramabhadra (ca. 1570). 

However， one can also say that Ramabhadra's commentary is very 

straightforward and helpful， so 1 have made use of this commentary 

also. It should be mentioned that this commentary is one of the oldest 

among the commentaries. 

On the translations and summaries of the“Discourse on Verbal 

Suffixes" we have one translation and three summaries. Chatterjee 

[1981] translates this text with a summary. His translation is old and 

does not necessarily show the structure of the text. We primarily need 

a new translation written with a new terminology accepted by modem 

scholars. Another summary， by Sen [1993]， roughly reveals the 

structure of the text and has greatly helped me in its translation. 

Sadhukhan [2013: xvi-xxii] also gives a general summary of the text， 

which helps us in understanding the text. 

On the structure of the “Discourse on Verbal SuffixesぺSen

[1993] shows nine divisions in his summary. 1 have basically followed 

Sen but have divided the Sanskrit text into eleven Parts;13 Sen's third 

division 1 have divided into Parts C and D， his fifth， sixth， seventh and 

eighth divisions are combined into Parts F， G， and H， and his eighth 

division is divided into Parts 1 and J.14 The difference between Sen's 

divisions and my parts is not that all significant. It occurs only for the 

sake of convenience; for example， Sen's third division contains the 

Mimal1lsa view and the Nyaya refutation of it， while 1 have assigned 

the former to Part C and the latter to Part D. 

Though 1 have used the S2 edition as the basis for editing the text， 

1 have also provided the page and line numbers of the K edition due to 

its popularity among modern scholars. In addition， 1 have supplied the 

page and line numbers of Sen's edition (S)， since his summary refers 

to those numbers and is readily available. 

13 As the trans1ation with annotation proceeds. the titl巴of巴achPart may be slightly changed. 
14 Exact corr巴spondenc巴sbetwe巴nS巴n'sdivisions and my parts are as follows. Th巴 page
numb巴rsr巴ferto those of his edition (S). S division (abbr巴viat巴das 'd' in this footnot巴):S.d1 (pp 
1-2) to Part A; S.d2 (p. 3) to Part B; S.d3 (pp. 5-8) to Parts C and D; S.d4 (pp. 9-11) to Part E; 
S.d5-7 (pp. 12-29) to P紅白 F，G， and H; S.d8 (pp. 30-34) to Parts 1 and J; S.d9 (p. 35) to Part K 
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A. The General View of Old Nyaya (S2， p. 1，3田 6;K， pp. 867-

876，1; S， pp.ト2)

B. The General View of New Nyaya (S2， p. 1，7-12; K， pp. 876，1-

888，1; S， p. 3) 
C. The MimaI)1sa Refutation of Old Nyaya (S2， pp. 1，13同 2，5;K， 

pp. 888，1-903，3; S， pp. 5-7) 
D. The Old and New Nyaya Refutation of the MimaI)1sa View (S2， 

p. 2，6-13; K， pp. 903，3-909，1; S， p. 8) 
E. The Vaiyakaral)a View (S2， p. 2，14-30; K， pp. 909，1-924，1; S， 

pp.9-11) 
F. The New Nyaya Refutation of the Vaiyakaral)a View (S2， pp. 

2，31-3，12; K， pp. 924，1-939，2; S， pp. 12-14) 

G. The Old Nyaya View on the Verbal Understanding of a Passive 

Sentence (S2， p. 3，13-20; K， pp. 939，2-942，4; S， p. 15) 

H. The New Nyaya View on the Verbal Understanding of a 
Passive Sentence and the krt Suffix for the Agent or Object 
(S2， p. 3，21-5，19; K， pp. 942，5-990; S， pp. 16-29) 

I. The View of the Followers of Mal)Q.ana Misra (S2， pp. 5，20-

6，15; K， pp. 991-1006，2; S， pp. 30-34，1) 
J. The New Nyaya Refutation of Mal)Q.ana's followers (S2， p. 

6，15-17; K， pp. 1006，2幽 1007;S， p. 34，2-4) 

K. The View of the Prabhakara School and Its Refutation (S2， p. 
6，18-21; K， pp. 1008“1009;S，35) 

The Titles of the Sanskrit Texts 

The Sanskrit title of Raghunatha's“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes" 
varies according to the editions referred to above. The books including 

the K and B editions show in their headers the title 'λkhyatasaktivada' ， 

while those editions end with the colophon referring to the text as 

Akhyatavada. The T edition has ‘Akhyatavadadidhiti' for its title but 
has ‘Akhyatavada' in its colophon. Generally speaking， the term 
'didhiti' is often employed at the end of the title of Raghunatha's 
commentaries. The S edition gives only the title ‘λkhyatavada'， and 
its editor， Sen [1979]， uses this title throughout his book. Chatterjee 
[1981] uses the title 'Akhyatasaktivada' for the C edition， while he 

inserts‘Akhyatavada' in the header of the book. Sadhukhan [2013] 

designates the S2 edition as Akhyatavada. In the volumes of the 
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Encyclopedia 01lndian Philosophies， most of which have been edited 

by Karl H. Potter， we find two titles: Akhyata(sakti)vada in Potter 

[1995(1970): 545] and Akhyatavada in Bhattacharyya and Potter 

[2011: 535]. Therefore， we can conjecture that in order to differentiate 
Raghunatha's text from GaIigesa's Akhyatavada， the tradition desig-

nates Raghunatha's text as the Akhyatavadadidhiti or Akhyata匂kti-

vada. In the present paper， following Sen [1979]， 1 will refer to Raghu-

natha's text as the Akhyatavada， whose English rendering is the 

“Discourse on Verbal Suffixes". 

Mathuranatha' s comment訂 yon Raghunatha's text， which has 

been the most helpful in the present project， is also given various 

names according to the editors. The commentary edited with the K 

edition is given the title of AkhyatasaktivadavivJ;ti at its beginning and 

of Akhyatavadarahasya at its end. The title given by Bakre， the editor 
of the B edition， isλkhyatavadarahasya， probably because he follows 

the description in the colophon of the text. Bhattacharyya and Potter 

[2011: 432] introduce the commentary with the heading‘Vivrti or 

Rahasya on Raghunatha Siromal;lI's Akhatavada'・Itappears signifi-

cant that they give the title of Viv:rti first and then Rahasya， because 

immediately after their heading they adopt the reverse order to refer to 

Mathuranatha's commentary on Udayana's work:‘Rahasya or Vivrti 

on Udayana's Atmatattvaviveka or Bauddhadhikkarが.Mathuranatha 
wrote many commentaries on different texts， and most of them include 

the term Rahasya in their titles)5 In the case of his commentary on 

the “Discourse on Verbal Suffixes" also we can conjecture that in 

order to differentiate Mathurnatha's commentary from his commen-

taries on other texts， the tradition refers to this commentary of 

Mathuranatha's with the title including the term Rahasya. 1 would like 

to make use of the designation of Viv:rti for this comment訂 y.

In a forthcoming article 1 will explain basic concepts such as the 

verbal root (dhatu)， the verbal suffix of a finite verb (akhyata)， effort 

(yatηα， prayatna)， the signifying function (vrtti)， verbal understanding 

(sabdabodha，必bdaj.万ana)，meaning (αrthα)， which are used or 

presupposed in the discussion held in Raghunatha's“Discourse on 
Verbal Suffixes". That article will then be included in the annotated 

translation of the text: Parts A through D. 

(ω be continued) 

15 For the tit1es of Mathuranatha' s commenta由民自己巴 Bhattacharyyaand Potter [2011・17-18)
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